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Tourism: A temporal analysis brings a fresh look to the study of tourism through examining 
many of the inter-relationships between tourism and time, exploring how temporality manifests 
in and impacts tourism. It takes us beyond the construct of ‘seasonality’ by reappraising temporal 
dimensions and their implications on tourism services, the consumer and the natural and physical 
environments. It draws on examples and case materials from around the world as well as assessing 
the temporal impact of the recent Coronavirus pandemic on tourism.

Divided into four parts, Tourism: A temporal analysis examines:

• The dimensions and relationships between time and tourism, establishing a framework for 
 understanding temporality and tourism; causal reasons for seasonality in tourism, dimensions 
 of climate, nature, cultural factors, nocturnality and a chronological historical overview to help
 us understand the dynamics of temporality and tourism. 

• The operational dimensions of temporality: the challenges of temporal variations on tourism 
 service revenue forecasting and pricing, business operational planning, managing labour and yield 
 systems and an insight into supply-side factors such as lifestyle business.

• Strategic responses to temporal variation, including the role of temporal variation as a policy issue 
 at business and destination levels, the strategic role of events in combatting temporality, 
 dimensions of temporal marketing and strategic business planning.

• The End of Temporality?: explores the rise of ‘year-round’ tourism and de-temporalisation, its 
 enablers and its resulting effects both positive (technology-driven future opportunities) and 
 negative (overtourism) in the industry, the environments and the economy.

With contributions from international experts in their fi eld, this text uses case studies and vignettes 
throughout to contextualise the theory and enabling readers to have a better understanding in order 
to critique and question the issues discussed.

Edited by Philip Goulding formerly Principal Lecturer in Tourism at Sheffi eld Business School, 
Sheffi eld Hallam University, UK
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Preface    

The middle of the 20th century saw the first academic publications focusing 
on the study of tourism. They emerged to support the newly established 
tourism, travel and spatial geography related courses appearing in academic 
institutions in various parts of the world. Over the intervening decades, as 
the tourism phenomenon has grown exponentially and become a major 
economic and developmental force globally, where ‘everywhere’ became 
a destination, so too has our understanding of its scope, its spatial dimen-
sions, the driving forces behind its growth in a globalised world, its cultural, 
environmental and sociological impacts and the planning and management 
approaches adopted to realise sustainable tourism.

A common thread through much of the knowledge base has been to 
understand the factors influencing the demand for tourism. One aspect of 
this is to understand why people travel when they do, for touristic purposes. 
In the 1960s, bodies such as the IUOTO (now the UNWTO), IATA, ICAO, the 
OECD and a number of research institutes were already capturing tourism’s 
demand dynamics through ‘seasonality’ measures, hence temporalizing 
tourism movements. In 1975, Raymond Bar On published the findings of an 
extensive longitudinal study of temporal performance variations in tourism 
across a number of countries, highlighting and analysing numerous dimen-
sions of the phenomenon he referred to as ‘seasonality’. A few years later, 
in the seminal anthropological study of tourism, Valene Smith introduced 
us to the impacts on host societies from seasonal influxes of visitors in 
various parts of the world: an economic ‘feast or famine’ situation in some 
places and a relief to some societies during the seasonal ‘down-times’. The 
evolving literature informed us that temporality is both a demand-fuelled 
and supply-side determined phenomenon. Tourism is constructed around 
temporal factors both within and beyond the control of the sector and its 
participants, and thus has implications for consumers, businesses, destina-
tions and the wider environment in which it operates. This book addresses a 
number of those interrelationships.

The book owes its genesis to the first tourism text solely devoted to 
the study of temporality: Tom Baum and Svend Lundtorp’s edited tome 
Seasonality in Tourism, published in 2001. That was the first to address a 
wide range of both supply and demand factors to assess, through empirical 
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studies, the characteristics, causation, performance and policy implications 
of seasonality, largely in cold water Atlantic destinations in which seasonal 
variations were marked. 

‘Seasonality mitigation’ has long been a policy priority in many places 
and at numerous levels (local to inter-regional) in the face of increasing 
over-tourism and anti-tourism sentiment, while the concurrent emergence 
of digital technologies has enabled operators to use ‘time’ as a key factor in 
demand and capacity management, distribution and pricing. Forms of tour-
ism predicated on time have long existed – winter sports tourism being the 
most obvious – and have subsequently emerged and developed into signifi-
cant activities: the ‘calendarisation’ of tourism around, for example, cultural 
festivals, nature and natural phenomena; also nocturnalism, slowness and 
wellness among others. The time is right, arguably overdue, therefore, to 
revisit the inter-relationships of tourism and temporality, beyond the lens of 
‘seasonality’. 

The purpose of this book is essentially fourfold. First, it brings together 
many of the threads and dimensions of temporality in tourism into a 
single volume and grouped into a number of themes, as discussed below. 
Importantly also, it extends the domain of temporality beyond ‘seasonal-
ity’, by adding other ‘time dimensions’ (chronology, periodicity, nocturnal/
diurnal etc..) into the mix. In so doing, the book aims to redress the temporal 
element of the ‘spatio-temporal’ relationships in tourism, in which in the 
idea of ‘mobilities’ has subsumed ‘temporalities’. Finally, the chapters 
embrace both conceptual and practical approaches to their respective topics, 
including short case studies or vignettes to illustrate their themes. 

It is acknowledged that some dimensions of temporality could support a 
full chapter in their own right. For example, while ‘fast vs slow’ tourism is 
discussed within Chapter 4, ‘slow tourism’ has developed as a distinct body 
of knowledge within the wider international literature. Similarly, commu-
nity responses to seasonal/periodic variations in tourism are acknowledged, 
for example in coping with over-tourism in Venice (see Chapter 16), though 
there is scope to bring together the many threads of that inter-relationship. 

Since the genesis of this book, the Coronavirus pandemic of 2020-2021 
has created a temporally more complex environment for tourism at all levels. 
‘Virtual tourism’ was boosted by ‘stay-at-home’ experiences, some of which 
were time-specific, others less so because of streaming technologies and the 
capabilities of social media. Many of the chapters of this book were written 
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during the early stages of the pandemic, in which ‘travel shut-down’ pre-
vailed. They therefore reflect a pre-pandemic reality, while some chapters 
have made reference to a changing reality, in particular those focusing on 
operational aspects of tourism and travel business.  

As mentioned above, the book is constructed in four thematic sections, 
each containing a number of chapters around that theme. Part 1 introduces 
the reader to a number of temporal dimensions and establishes a conceptual 
base for understanding the inter-relationships. Part 2 focuses on operational 
dimensions of temporality in tourism while Part 3 takes a more strategic focus. 
The final chapters, in Part 4, explore whether temporality is still a relevant 
concept, given the development of both tourism and digital technologies. 

The book is designed so that each chapter can be read as a self-contained 
reader on its topic. However, some chapters can be read as ‘themed pair-
ings’ (those by Doran, by Heimel and by Haynes and Egan) in which the 
topics of each naturally complement the other by the same author(s). Each 
chapter also contains a caselet / vignette to illustrate the conceptual content. 
In some cases these are also self-contained within the chapter; elsewhere 
(the chapters by Holland and by Heimel) the case ‘runs through’ the chapter 
narrative.

The editor is indebted to each chapter author and co-writer for their 
involvement in the book and their contribution to extending the knowledge 
domain of temporality and tourism. Their patience and forbearance with the 
extended time frame of this project, from genesis to end point is much appre-
ciated. Thanks go also to all the individuals who have previously co-written 
with this book editor and/or have in the past provided academic direction in 
one form or another: Professors Tom Baum, Richard Butler and Brian Hay in 
particular. Finally, the unlimited patience, guidance and support from Sally 
North of Goodfellow ensured this book came to fruition. Thank you Sally!

          
Philip Goulding

Until recently, Sheffield Hallam University
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